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It is well known that thin SoI is a good candidate for high speed
CMOS logics. It was shown[1] that an SOI layer as thin as 10004 is also
a good candidate for high voltage ICs. This paper shows, for the first
tine, that nore than 700v breakdown voltage can easily be realized in
the sane thin SOI structure without using a complicated inpurity profile,
if a SIPos resistive field plate is utilized. This makes it possible
that high voltage devices can be inplenented in VLSIs with conpleteLy
conpatible processes.

Figure 1 shows a proposed diode structure with a sIPoS lesistive
fieLd plate over a 3gn thick botton oxide film. If a positive high
voltage is applied to the cathode layer lvith the substrate of earth
potential, the proposed structure can be optinized so that all of the
voltage is applied across the bottom oxide filn under the cathode Layer
and that the electric field is unifortrly distributed between the cathode
and the anode layer. A 311n thick bottou oxide filn is sufficient for a
high voltage because the critical electric field for oxide breakdown is
greater than that for silicon. The diode breakdown voltage is mostly
determined by the distance between the cathode and the anode layers.

Figure 2 shows the calculated electric potential distribution for an
optinized diode by a device sinulator TONADDEIB. The thickness of the
siticon layer is chosen to be as thin as 10004. The vertical electric field
component does not contribute to an ionization integrral, because the
vertical silicon layer thickness is sufficiently thin. The electric
field inside the SIPoS is uniforDly distributed due to the nature of the
SIPOS itself. The electric field inside the silicon layer is forced to
be aligned with that of SIPOS and is unifornly distributed, if the
silicon dioxide filn between SIPOS and the thin Silicon(SOl) is as thin
as 1000A. Figure 3 shows breakdown voLtage dependence on the oxide
thickness between the SIPos and silicon layers. The breakdoefn voltage
can be greatly iacreased with the decrease in the oxide film thickness
between the SIPoS and the silicon layer. ?oov breakdown voltage was
obtained with a 7o4n cathode and anode distance.

Fignrre 4 shows that the electric potential distribution for a
non-optimized device with an identical device structure except for a
relatively thick oxide filn between the SIPoS and the silicon layer.
Althogh the electric field in the slPos is uniforn. this is not
reflected in the el-ectric field distribution in the thin silicon layer.

The breakdown voltage also depends on the inpurity concentration of
the silicon layer as shown in Fig,s. It was shown that a high breakdown
voltage can be realized by a SIPoS resistive field plate and an
optinized uniforn silicon Layer impurity dose.

This structure is readily applied to high voLtage lateral MoSFETS.
Bigh voltage functions can be inpletrented in vt.sls on a thin sol by
sinply adding a SIPoS layer. This will lead to wider application fields
of vLSIs on sol.
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Fig.l Proposed high voltage diode structure.

Fig.2 Calculated potential distribution for an optinized
high voltage .diode with 1000A SOI, 1,gn thick SIPOS
311n thick botton oxide.(?0OV case)
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Fig.4 calculated potential distribution for a diode withidentical device parameters except for a thicker oxidebetween SIPOS and SOI layer.
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Fig.3 Breakdown voltage vs. oxide filn
thickness between SIPOS and silicon
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Fig.S Break_down voltage vs. inpuritylayer. for SOI layer.
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